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With all the previous steps done, the evaluation for matching specimens with materials 
citations can be initiated.



If your table is organized by specimens, clicking on the “Edit” button on the right-hand 
side of the first item will open the matching window…



showing the selected specimen on the top row, and one or several materials citations 
that are potentially matching in a table below.



If your table is organized by materials citations, clicking on the “Edit” button on the 
right-hand side of the first item will open the matching window…



showing the selected materials citation on the top row, and one or more specimens 
that are potentially matching in a table below.
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By clicking on a “Key” entry on the left-hand side of the specimen row you can obtain 
information from GBIF concerning the specimen.

https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/1416646482


And the same is true for the materials citations listed.

https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/3313897304


By clicking on the “Expand” button on the right-hand side of the materials citation 
row…



you can obtain information from TreatmentBank concerning the treatment.

http://treatment.plazi.org/id/03800E70FF9AFF9CFEA3FA5807A4F936


The color legend represents the matching level of each piece of information provided 
for the specimen and materials citation…



as well as the total matching score.



For each materials citation, you must decide whether it is matching the specimen 
indicated on the top…



and record your decision by selecting “Yes” (match), “No” (no match), or “Undecided”.



When you reach a decision, click on the “Save” button beneath the table.



Save your matching evaluation…



and hit the button “Back to list” to move on to the next item on your table.



Now your matching decisions are recorded!
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